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          ISyE Seminar Series: Merve Bodur


Wednesday, Jan. 27, 2021, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Jan. 27, 2021, 5 p.m.


Zoom




    	
			 


			  [image: Merve Bodur]

      
  "Copositive Duality for Discrete Markets and Games"


			Presentation by Professor Merve Bodur
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
University of Toronto


			Wednesday, January 27

			3:30-5:00 PM CST — Graduate Seminar and Reception (Zoom)

			 

			
	
			About the seminar:


			Models including binary decisions are often modelled as mixed-integer programs (MIPs). Such models are nonconvex and lack strong duality, which prevents the use of tools such as shadow prices and KKT conditions. For example, in convex markets, shadow (dual) prices are associated with market equilibrium, and for convex games the existence and uniqueness of Nash equilibrium can be proven via fixed-point theorem and KKT conditions. Those results are lacking in their nonconvex counterparts. We use copositive programming to formulate discrete problems in applications including nonconvex energy markets and nonconvex games, to leverage its convexity and strong duality features. We obtain several novel theoretical and numerical results for those applications, including a new revenue-adequate pricing scheme for energy markets, and existence, uniqueness, and KKT conditions for the pure-strategy Nash equilibrium in discrete games. We also propose a novel and purely MIP-based cutting-plane algorithm for mixed-integer copositive programs, and employ it in our applications. (This is a joint work with Cheng Guo and Josh A. Taylor.) 


			


			Related work:


			Copositive Duality for Discrete Markets and Games (pdf)

			 

			
	
			Bio:


			Merve Bodur is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering at the University of Toronto. She also holds a Dean’s Spark Professorship in the Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering. Currently, she is the INFORMS Optimization Society Vice Chair of Integer and Discrete Optimization. She obtained her Ph.D. from University of Wisconsin-Madison and did a postdoc at Georgia Institute of Technology. She received her B.S. in Industrial Engineering and B.A. in Mathematics from Bogazici University, Turkey. Her research interests include stochastic programming, integer programming, multiobjective optimization and combinatorial optimization, with applications in a variety of areas such as scheduling, transportation, power systems, healthcare and telecommunications. 

			

 


Seminar Video:





 






    ISyE Seminar Series: Hai Wang


Wednesday, Jan. 20, 2021, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Jan. 20, 2021, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Ride-Sourcing Systems & Multiple-Objective Online Ride Matching"


			Presentation by Professor Hai Wang
School of Information Systems

			Singapore Management University


			Wednesday, January 20

			3:30-5:00 PM CST — Graduate Seminar and Reception (Zoom)

			 

			
	
			About the seminar:


			We propose a general framework to study the on-demand shared ride-sourcing transportation systems and summarize the relevant research problems in four areas, namely, demand, supply, platform operation, and system problems. We then focus on the problem of online matching in the ride-sourcing systems. The platforms match passengers and drivers in real-time without observing future information, considering multiple objectives such as pick-up time, platform revenue, and service quality. We develop an efficient online matching policy that adaptively balances the trade-offs between multiple objectives in a dynamic setting and provide theoretical performance guarantees for the policy. We prove that the proposed adaptive matching policy can achieve the solution that minimizes the Euclidean distance to any pre-determined multi-objective target. Through numerical experiments and industrial testing using real data from a ride-sourcing platform, we demonstrate that our approach is able to arrive at a delicate balance among multiple objectives and bring value to all the stakeholders in the ride-sourcing ecosystem. 

			 


			Related work:


			Ridesourcing systems: A framework and review (pdf)
Multi-Objective Online Ride-Matching (pdf)

			
	
			Bio:


			Dr. Wang is an Assistant Professor in Singapore Management University and a Visiting Assistant Professor at the Heinz College of Information Systems and Public Policy at Carnegie Mellon University. He received a Bachelor’s degree from Tsinghua University and a doctoral degree in operations research from MIT. His research has focused on methodologies of analytics and optimization, data-driven decision-making, and machine learning algorithms, and their applications in the general context of smart cities, including transportation, mobility, and logistics systems. He has published in leading journals such as Transportation Science, Transportation Research Part B, American Economic Review P&P, and M&SOM.  He serves as the guest editor for the Special Issue on Innovative Shared Transportation in Transportation Research Part B and Special Issue on Innovation in Transportation-Enabled Urban Services in Service Science, as a reviewer for over 40 academic journals.  

			

 


Seminar Video:





 






    ISyE Seminar Series: Jamol Pender


Wednesday, Dec. 9, 2020, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Dec. 9, 2020, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Queues with Delayed Information"


			Presentation by Professor Jamol Pender
Operations Research and Information Engineering

			Cornell University


			Wednesday, December 9

			3:30-5:00 PM CST — Graduate Seminar and Reception (Zoom)

			 

			
	
			About the seminar:


			Many service systems provide queue length information to customers thereby allowing customers to choose among many options of service. However, queue length information is often delayed and is often not provided in real time. Recent work by many authors explores the impact of these delays in an empirical study in U.S. hospitals and amusement parks. In this talk, we develop a delayed information queueing model and show that it can be approximated by delay differential equations in the fluid regime as a functional law of large numbers limit of a stochastic queueing process.  We also derive a closed form expression for determining when oscillations will be generated by delayed information.   Our analysis provides new insight on how delayed information can produce unexpected system dynamics. 

			
	
			Bio:


			Jamol Pender is an Assistant Professor of Operations Research and Information Engineering at Cornell University.  He received his Ph.D. from Princeton University in 2013 where he was advised by Dr. William Massey.  He joined Cornell University in 2015, and serves as a Faculty Fellow in the Residence Halls at Cornell.  Jamol is a recipient of a Ford Foundation Fellowship, the NSF CAREER award, MIF Career Award, and several teaching and advising awards, including the Sonny Yau award for teaching excellence and the Zellman Warhaft Commitment to Diversity Award.  Jamol's research focuses on how to disseminate information to customers in queues and how this information affects the underlying dynamics in queues.  He is very interested in the interplay between stochastic processes, simulation, and non-linear dynamics.  Jamol is heavily involved in the Applied Probability Society of INFORMS, where he served as the INFORMS APS 2019 conference co-chair.  

			

Seminar Video:









    ISyE Seminar Series: Simge Küçükyavuz


Wednesday, Dec. 2, 2020, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Dec. 2, 2020, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Mixed-Integer Convex Programming for Statistical Learning"


			Presentation by Professor Simge Küçükyavuz
Department of Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences

			Northwestern University


			Wednesday, December 2

			3:30-5:00 PM CST — Graduate Seminar and Reception (Zoom)

			 

			
	
			About the seminar:


			In the first part of this talk, we consider the problem of learning an optimal directed acyclic graph (DAG) from continuous observational data. We cast this problem in the form of a mathematical programming model which can naturally incorporate a super-structure in order to reduce the set of candidate DAGs. We use the penalized negative log-likelihood score function with both L0 and L1 regularizations and propose a mixed-integer quadratic program (MIQP), referred to as a layered network (LN) formulation. The LN formulation is a compact model, which enjoys as tight an optimal continuous relaxation value as the stronger but larger formulations under a mild condition. Computational results indicate that the proposed formulation outperforms existing mathematical formulations and scales better than available algorithms that can solve the same problem with only L1 regularization. In particular, the LN formulation clearly outperforms existing methods in terms of computational time needed to find an optimal DAG in the presence of a sparse super-structure. This is joint work with H. Manzour, A. Shojaie, L. Wei and H-H. Wu.  


			Motivated by related statistical learning problems, in the second part of this talk, we study the convexification of a class of convex optimization problems with indicator variables and combinatorial constraints on the indicators. Specifically, we give the convex hull description of the epigraph of the composition of a one-dimensional convex function and an affine function under arbitrary combinatorial constraints. This is joint work with A. Gómez and L. Wei.  

			
	
			Bio:


			Simge Küçükyavuz is an Associate Professor in the Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences Department at Northwestern University. She is an expert in mixed-integer programming, large-scale optimization, and optimization under uncertainty. Her research has been supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and Office of Naval Research. She is the recipient of the 2011 NSF CAREER Award and a co-winner of the 2015 INFORMS Computing Society (ICS) Prize. She is the Chair of ICS and serves on the editorial boards of Mathematics of Operations Research, Mathematical Programming, and Mathematical Programming Computation.  

			

 


Seminar Video:





 






    ISyE Seminar Series: Luis Nunes Vicente


Wednesday, Nov. 18, 2020, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Nov. 18, 2020, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Accuracy and Fairness Trade-offs in Machine Learning: A Stochastic Multi-Objective Approach"


			Presentation by Professor Luis Nunes Vicente
Timothy J. Wilmott Endowed Chair Professor and Department Chair

			Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering

			Lehigh University


			Wednesday, November 18

			3:30-5:00 PM CST — Graduate Seminar and Reception (Zoom)

			 

			
	
			About the seminar:


			In the application of machine learning to real life decision-making systems, e.g., credit scoring and criminal justice, the prediction outcomes might discriminate against people with sensitive attributes, leading to unfairness. The commonly used strategy in fair machine learning is to include fairness as a constraint or a penalization term in the minimization of the prediction loss, which ultimately limits the information given to decision-makers. In this talk, we introduce a new approach to handle fairness by formulating a stochastic multi-objective optimization problem for which the corresponding Pareto fronts uniquely and comprehensively define the accuracy-fairness trade-offs. We have then applied a stochastic approximation-type method to efficiently obtain well-spread and accurate Pareto fronts, and by doing so we can handle training data arriving in a streaming way.

			
	
			Bio:


			Luis Nunes Vicente is the Timothy J. Wilmott ’80 Endowed Faculty Professor and Chair of Lehigh University’s Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISE), effective August 1, 2018, after a career as a faculty member in the Department of Mathematics of the University of Coimbra. His research interests include Continuous Optimization, Computational Science and Engineering, and Machine Learning and Data Science.


			He obtained his PhD from Rice University in 1996, under a Fulbright scholarship, receiving from Rice the Ralph Budd Thesis Award. He was one of the three finalists of the 94-96 A. W. Tucker Prize of the Mathematical Optimization Society (MOS). He has served on numerous editorial boards, including SIAM Journal on Optimization (2009-2017), EURO Journal on Computational Optimization, and Optimization Methods and Software (2010-2018). He was Editor-in-Chief of Portugaliae Mathematica (published by the European Mathematical Society) during 2013-2018.

			

Seminar Video:









    ISyE Seminar Series: Karla Hillier


Wednesday, Nov. 4, 2020, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Nov. 4, 2020, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Solving Problems with Analytics and Machine Learning Across Industries"


			Presentation by Karla Hillier
Director, Decision Science & Advanced Analytics

			Trane Technologies


			Wednesday, November 4

			3:30-5:00 PM CST — Graduate Seminar and Reception (Zoom)

			 

			
	
			About the seminar:


			Learn how analytics and machine learning have been deployed to advance business goals in industries ranging from retail and hospitality to health care and manufacturing.  A wide range of tools and approaches have been deployed in teams with different structures to deliver results in both publicly held and private companies.

			
	
			Bio:


			Karla Hillier is Director, Decision Science and Advanced Analytics for the residential HVAC business of Trane Technologies. Her team uses data to help grow our customers. Prior to that, she was Director of Data Science at Optum working on critical health care problems. At Radisson Hotel Group, she managed a team of analysts providing insights to multiple functions. At SUPERVALU, she led the development of a store/item/day level forecast to improve availability.  She has an MBA from Georgetown University and a BA from Miami University in Oxford, Ohio.  She lives in Minneapolis with her husband Ian, and dog Kona.

			

Seminar Video:









    ISyE Seminar Series: Karla Hillier


Wednesday, Nov. 4, 2020, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Nov. 4, 2020, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Solving Problems with Analytics and Machine Learning Across Industries"


			Presentation by Karla Hillier
Director, Decision Science & Advanced Analytics

			Trane Technologies


			Wednesday, November 4

			3:30-5:00 PM CST — Graduate Seminar and Reception (Zoom)


			Watch Seminar


			 

			
	
			About the seminar:


			Learn how analytics and machine learning have been deployed to advance business goals in industries ranging from retail and hospitality to health care and manufacturing.  A wide range of tools and approaches have been deployed in teams with different structures to deliver results in both publicly held and private companies.

			
	
			Bio:


			Karla Hillier is Director, Decision Science and Advanced Analytics for the residential HVAC business of Trane Technologies. Her team uses data to help grow our customers. Prior to that, she was Director of Data Science at Optum working on critical health care problems. At Radisson Hotel Group, she managed a team of analysts providing insights to multiple functions. At SUPERVALU, she led the development of a store/item/day level forecast to improve availability.  She has an MBA from Georgetown University and a BA from Miami University in Oxford, Ohio.  She lives in Minneapolis with her husband Ian, and dog Kona.

			







    ISyE Seminar Series: Vivek Saxena


Wednesday, Oct. 28, 2020, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Oct. 28, 2020, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Digital Technologies in Aerospace Manufacturing - A Perspective from the Industry"


			Presentation by Dr. Vivek Saxena
Founder & Managing Director

			Advisory Aerospace OSC


			Wednesday, October 28

			3:30-5:00 PM CST — Graduate Seminar and Reception (Zoom)

			 

			
	
			About the seminar:


			We will start with a short introduction of the aerospace industry and the structure of manufacturing value chains in aircraft manufacturing. We will then discuss the current state of digital methods and technologies in various tiers of aerospace manufacturers. 


			The practical issues associated with the application of the advances in Operations Research will then be addressed with particular emphasis on the problem of shop optimization. We will share some of our recent results using the MLCLSP (Multi Level Capacitated Lot Sizing Problem)  algorithm used in our proprietary tool – OptimizerAero™. The results show that within a short period (typically within a part manufacturing lead time), the shop performance shows a step improvement, guided by our tool’s recommended strategies. We will close with our plans to further enhance our algorithm and to simplify the deployment of the OptimizerAero™ tool.

			
	
			Bio:


			Vivek founded Advisory Aerospace OSC after 30 years in academics, aerospace industry and consulting. Advisory Aerospace OSC targets the massive unmet need for digital technologies in Operations & Supply Chain (OSC) functions in aerospace industry, especially at Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs). Previously, he held a variety of roles such as Chief Engineer, Plant Manager, President and CEO at various aerospace companies. 


			He has a PhD in Applied Math from the University of Cambridge. His work at Cambridge and Cornell focused on modeling of complex phenomena like gas turbine combustion, including stochastic simulation techniques. As an MS student at UMN, he contributed to the design of the Saint Anthony Falls wind tunnel. 

			







    ISyE Seminar Series: John Khawam


Wednesday, Oct. 21, 2020, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Oct. 21, 2020, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Making the Most of Inventory: Advance Inventory Availability at Stitch Fix"


			Presentation by Dr. John Khawam
Data Science Manager

			Inventory Optimization Algorithms

			Stitch Fix


			Wednesday, October 21

			3:30-5:00 PM CST — Graduate Seminar and Reception (Zoom)


			 

			
	
			About the seminar:


			We explore the use of advance supply information (ASI) regarding returns from customers, which allows inventory to be probabilistically reserved for new orders. Stitch Fix’s sales channel has traditionally composed of fixes — a surprise box of 5 personalized items, any of which can be returned for free. Stitch Fix has recently opened up a more traditional direct order sales channel. In both of these channels, it is advantageous to look into the returns supply chain to see what we expect in the warehouse in the near future. We will cover the pluses and minuses of such an approach and talk about the future of ASI at Stitch Fix.

			
	
			Bio:


			John Khawam is a Data Science Manager on the Inventory Optimization Algorithms team at Stitch Fix. His team focuses on Advance Inventory, Pricing, and Inventory Health. Previously, John was an Engineering Manager of a Data Science team focusing on safety at Cruise. Before that, he was a Senior Data Scientist at Google, an Assistant Professor at the Naval Postgraduate School, and a postdoc at WHU – Otto Beisheim School of Management. He is a Ph.D. graduate from Stanford University and has his M.Eng. and B.S. from Cornell University. He has also worked at Gap, Lord & Taylor, e2e Analytics, Aspen Tech, Eaton, and Allied Signal.

			

Seminar Video:









    Curiosity Drives Progress Lecture Series: Impacting Communities


Thursday, Oct. 8, 2020, 6:30 p.m. through Thursday, Oct. 8, 2020, 8 p.m.


Zoom




    This event features talks by CSE distinguished professors Saif Benjaafar (Industrial and Systems Engineering), Lucy Fortson (Physics and Astronomy), and Ellad Tadmor (Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics)


Thursday, October 8, 2020

6:30–8 p.m. – Lecture, followed by Q&A session
This event will be held as a webinar via Zoom


Register today!

 


Instructions to join the Zoom webinar will be included in the registration confirmation email. If you have questions, please contact csealumni@umn.edu.


About the talks


“From Digital Marketplaces to Gig Work: The Promise and Perils of the On-Demand Economy”


  [image: Saif Benjaafar]

      
  By Saif Benjaafar, Department Head and Distinguished McKnight University Professor, Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering 


Life under COVID-19 has given us a glimpse of a perhaps not too distant future where products and services are delivered to our doorsteps anywhere any time and on an on-demand basis. In this talk, Dr. Benjaafar will discuss the technological and business drivers (from 3D printing to crowdsourcing) behind the transition to an on-demand economy and what it means to the future of work, commerce, and cities.

 


“To the Zooniverse and Beyond: How Crowdsourcing Science is Solving Big Data Problems for UMN Researchers"


  [image: Lucy Fortson]

      
  By Lucy Fortson, Associate Department Head and Professor, School of Physics and Astronomy


What do lions, galaxies, cell nuclei and notes taken by the Justices of the United States Supreme Court have in common? Each of these is a topic of intense research by faculty at the University of Minnesota—and each suffers from a similar problem: too much complex data for researchers to properly analyze. You might think that computers should be able to tackle these problems, but in fact, pattern matching (a hallmark of analyzing complex data) is exactly where computers still lag behind even a human child.


So how can researchers make any progress in problems where human visual processing of millions of images is required? By turning to the general public and asking for their help. This talk will describe the Zooniverse project, and will take you on a tour of the engaging projects in the Zooniverse—from the lions in the Serengeti to galaxies in the furthest reaches of time and space. Along the way, Professor Fortson will describe the issues that researchers now face with “Big Data,” what crowdsourcing is, and how combining human intelligence with artificial intelligence is revolutionizing how science is being done.

 


“Can Truth Save Democracy? We’re Trying in Science Court”


  [image: Ellad Tadmor]

      
  By Ellad B. Tadmor, Professor of Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics


Some say we live in a "post truth" world, but there is no such thing. Humans would not have survived as a species if they were not able to rationally assess the world about them and make sensible decisions. In “Science Court” we are trying to apply this common sense thinking to tackle controversial societal issues that divide us as Americans. The students participating in this Honors Seminar pick the topic, spend a semester researching the facts, and argue the pros and cons in a mock trial in front of a diverse jury of citizens.


Science Court draws on the traditions of the U.S. jury system, but adapts the process based on understanding from scientific research on how people reason and collaborate to maximize the likelihood of reaching consensus. The hope is that by spreading this model to other universities, Science Court will help to reduce polarization and help our democracy function in a time when trust in all institutions (including democracy itself) are at historical lows.

 


Read more about his class in Inventing Tomorrow, Winter 2020.
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